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1 Preface
The DeFi ecosystem has been a great financial revolution for both large and
small investors, providing them a way to decide in a free and transparent fash-
ion about their investments and strategies in regards to their assets. The trans-
parency, decentralization, privacy and it being a trustless network, is what to-
day has become an ecosystem with no market manipulation from government
agencies and/or private companies attempting to run over retail/small investors
interests’. The idea of having at least 5 digits to start investing has been left be-
hind, as did the idea of media and stocks manipulation. DeFi is an ever-evolving
ecosystem with new projects improving day by day, hour by hour, offering new
ways to make profit off our assets and strategies.

DeFi farms and pools are not a new concept, it has been a way to help
projects grow, and give investors incentives to stake their assets to increase
their portfolio’s value. Yield optimizers, yield farms, liquidity pools are ways
to delegate our assets, either for increasing its monetary value, providing the
governance rights for voting in projects developments, or just for keeping them
safe. Many DeFi investors are trusting their assets to projects, contracts, which
depends upon other contracts, which in turn they also depend upon other con-
tracts, etc.

UNITi protocol is designed to do all of that in a safe, but still profitable way.

2 Introduction
UNITi protocol is an indirect interest yielding protocol which is, by design, made
with the objective of achieving a stable value growth and low-impact trading
transactions over the protocol’s entire development cycle, since its launch. The
UNIT token is IERC20-compliant and implements simple yet powerful toke-
nomics, which makes it easy to audit by any entity or individual.

3 Objectives
UNITi protocol aims to use and expand upon many previous similar protocol’s
strategies and tokenomics, while also improving the token’s own economic value
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after taking into consideration previous projects’ downfalls, some of the most
important being the volatile price and high price impact for transactions.

The UNITi protocol development team saw the success reflect tokens had,
but they all shared one flaw: token burning reduced the amount of total tokens
in circulation, raising the price, but giving individuals with a high percentage of
the total tokens in circulation (a.k.a. whales) a much higher than desired price
impact, and in turn, causing too much volatility in the token’s price.

The tokenomics are designed to stabilize and raise the price as the proto-
col evolves, making each transaction improve future UNIT purchases and also
providing benefits to all the UNIT holders.

4 Tokenomics
All UNIT transactions have a 6% fee. The fee is then distributed as follows:

• 4% is distributed among all holders in proportion to their UNIT holdings,
and,

• 2% is locked into liquidity.

UNITi protocol prevents transactions larger than 5,000 (five thousand) UNITs,
preventing sudden dumps or sales.

5 Smart burns
UNITi protocol implements a smart burn strategy, not only focusing on the
reduction of tokens in circulation, but also in maintaining a healthy proportion
of tokens in the liquid pools, reducing the price impact for larger transactions
as the protocol develops over time.

The protocol itself grants holders an incentive to keep holding their tokens
to passively earn more tokens, and each and every transaction makes UNITi
price either higher or reduces price impact, because while locking those tokens
into the liquid pool effectively increases the entire LP value, and thus reducing
the volatility as the protocol evolves.

6 Initial distribution
The initial token distribution is as follows:

• 98% is added to the BNB-UNIT liquid pool pair on Pancake Swap, and,

• 2% is locked (with a timelock) for development and maintenance costs.

There will not be a pre-sale and UNIT will be available to buy in a fair-launch
fashion as soon as the liquidity is added to the pool.
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7 Possible linkings
UNITi protocol provides a way to gain benefits with the mere holding of the
tokens, in an easy, safe, and sustainable investment option.

UNITi protocol will become the cornerstone of the UNITi network of projects,
providing new and smart investment options, NFTs and collectibles, and give
other developers and teams the possibility to link the UNITi protocol to other
promisiong projects.
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I could either watch it happen
or be a part of it.

ELON R. MUSK


